HB CANNABIS COMPLIANCE

Members of the Husch Blackwell Cannabis Law Team have always
helped clients navigate the complex and ever-changing
regulations governing the state legal cultivation and sale of
marijuana, industrial hemp and cannabidiol (CBD). Now, Husch
Blackwell’s nationally recognized marijuana practice is launching
four new regulatory management services.
License Management: HB Cannabis Compliance allows boutique
marijuana operators to reduce their administrative burden and
outsource their marijuana license management and compliance
obligations to our team for a fixed yearly rate. With Husch
Blackwell acting as an in-house legal team, operators will have
increased bandwidth to focus on matters for company growth
while having the peace of mind that comes with knowing their
compliance management is in the hands of an Am Law 100 firm
that has been a part of the marijuana industry since its inception.
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Nationwide Surveys & State-by-State Renewal Guides: Keeping
track of the ever-changing state regulations and renewal
requirements is challenging but necessary for businesses. Our
team provides clients with it all. We offer comprehensive 50state surveys needed for a specific rule or inquiry as well as
individual state and local checklists for new applications and
renewals that include all regulatory requirements.
Location Intelligence Solutions Designed by Husch
Blackwell's Data Science Team: Location Intelligence
Solutions designed and developed by Husch Blackwell's Data
Science Team, provides interactive mapping for client location
data. Plot datasets and perform diligence for new locations and
acquisitions like large retail chains do. Originally built to help our
clients with antitrust issues, our team can rapidly build custom
mapping to view competitor locations, zoning, population
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density, traffic, and other economic indicators over each of your
locations. Add distance rings to sites and view location-specific
data such as regulatory set-off requirements, customize your
maps to fit traditional styles or use branding to fit your
organization, explore urban locations with building overlays and
3D street views. Location Intelligence Solutions can help clients
understand their data and empower their next move.
View a demo of the tool:
Location Intelligence is powered by
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